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TimberTech® Deck in Raleigh Wins National Recognition from the North
American Deck and Railing Association
SKOKIE, IL — At the sixth annual National Deck Competition in Baltimore, Md., Raleigh-based deck
building company ROBCO Fence and Deck, LLC. won first place in the Illumination Project “Deck
Lighting” category and second place in the Alternative Decking category, recognizing the team for their
work on a multi-level deck built with premium TimberTech® Decking and Lighting with coordinated
Premier Railing. The team that built the deck, Jay and Andrew Robinson, was recognized by the North
American Deck and Railing Association (NADRA) at an awards ceremony held at the Hard Rock Café on
Thursday, October 6th.
The competition brought deck and building industry experts from across the country together to
celebrate the year’s most outstanding projects. Jay Robinson, owner and president of ROBCO Fence and
Deck, LLC., and his brother and vice president of the company, Andrew Robinson, took home a first and
second place award for their creative deck building showcasing TimberTech Decking and Lighting with
AZEK Railing.
“We worked closely with the homeowners to fulfill their vision of having a multi-level deck with areas to
entertain and relax, a unique space for grilling, a fire-pit, and phenomenal lighting aspects,” said Jay
Robinson. “The deck truly is a starlit, outdoor escape for the homeowners.”
The multi-level deck showcases TimberTech’s Tropical Decking Collection in Antigua Gold™ with an
Antique Palm™ border. It also features low-voltage LED TimberTech lighting that cascades on the Black
Premier Railing, up the multiple levels. A fire-pit built on the lower level acts as a focal point of the deck,
with all stairs and risers showcasing under mount riser lights with accenting side post mount lights and
cap lights on the Bronze corner columns.
“We pride ourselves on providing low-maintenance, durable products that help homeowners create an
outdoor space that best suits their individual style,” said Julia Fitzgerald, chief marketing officer of AZEK
Building Products. “Our TimberTech and AZEK products are designed so that families can truly enjoy
their decks instead of spending time stripping and staining them.”
ROBCO has won three national awards in two years for their creative projects featuring TimberTech
Decking. The team won first place in Alternative Decking in 2015 for a TimberTech Legacy Collection
Deck.
ABOUT AZEK BUILDING PRODUCTS®
AZEK Building Products is the leader in the development of premium, low maintenance exterior building
products. Available to a worldwide audience, our product lines span AZEK Trim, Decking, Railing,
Moulding, Porch and Pavers as well as capped wood composite Decking and Railing under the

TimberTech brand. Both brands, synonymous with quality and innovation and made in America, lead
their market areas by continually reinventing product lines and redefining entire product categories. For
more information about AZEK, visit www.azek.com. For more information on TimberTech, visit
www.timbertech.com.

